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Encyclopedia of Latin American Literature - Verity Smith 1997-03-26
A comprehensive, encyclopedic guide to the authors, works, and topics
crucial to the literature of Central and South America and the Caribbean,
the Encyclopedia of Latin American Literature includes over 400 entries
written by experts in the field of Latin American studies. Most entries are
of 1500 words but the encyclopedia also includes survey articles of up to
10,000 words on the literature of individual countries, of the colonial
period, and of ethnic minorities, including the Hispanic communities in
the United States. Besides presenting and illuminating the traditional
canon, the encyclopedia also stresses the contribution made by women
authors and by contemporary writers. Outstanding Reference Source
Outstanding Reference Book
Thirteen - Mark Teppo 2015-03-16
The thirteenth Tarot card is Death, and he is a symbol not of the end, but
of transformation and rebirth. This is the genesis and root of Thirteen:
Stories of Transformation. The twenty-eight authors of this collection are
voices—new and old—who are not afraid to explore what comes next.
Whether it be a life after death, a life without love, a life filled with
hunger, or the life shared by a ghost. These are stories of the weird, the
mythic, the fantastic, the futuristic, the supernatural, and the horrific.
The ghosts of the past have been eaten by the children of the future: this
endless cycle of birth, death, and renewal is the magic of thirteen. Do not
fear change. Embrace it. Let Thirteen be the handbook for the new you.
With stories from: Liz Argall M. David Blake Richard Bowes George
Cotronis Amanda C. Davis Julie C. Day Jetse de Vries Jennifer Giesbrecht
Daryl Gregory Rik Hoskin Rebecca Kuder Claude Lalumière Marc
Levinthal Grá Linnaea Alex Dally MacFarlane Juli Mallett Lyn McConchie
Fiona Moore Gregory L. Norris Adrienne J. Odasso Cat Rambo Andrew
Penn Romine David Tallerman Tais Teng Richard Thomas Fran Wilde A.
C. Wise Christie Yant
The Sisters O'Donnell - Lyn Andrews 2010-03-04
THE SISTERS O'DONNELL by Lyn Andrews is a warm-hearted and
nostalgic saga not to be missed by readers of Maureen Lee and Katie
Flynn. Throughout County Tipperary the three sisters were known as the
Sisters O'Donnell. They all have red hair, but little else in common.
Together they move to Liverpool in the 1920s to make a new life for
themselves - although each sister intends to go about it in her own sweet
way. Gina wants to be a star of the theatre, Mary-Kate wants to find a
husband, and Bridget, shy, gentle Bridget, just wants to escape the
Troubles. But when they get to Liverpool they realise that fame and
fortune are thin on the ground as, indeed, is work. And their money is
running out fast... The sisters have a long way to go before they fulfil
their dreams - will the bonds of sisterhood be enough to hold them
together?
Every Mother's Son - Lyn Andrews 2010-05-27
Two young mothers fight to keep their families safe as the shadow of
World War II falls over Liverpool. In the sequel to Friends Forever, Lyn
Andrews writes a gripping wartime saga in Every Mother's Son - a tale
depicting the power of love and the inner strength of the women of the
Liverpool Blitz. Perfect for fans of Anne Baker, Joan Jonker and Kate
Thompson. Molly and Bernie have been friends forever. As young girls
they left Ireland seeking new beginnings in Liverpool. Now they are
marrying their sweethearts and looking forward to enjoying the lives
they've worked so hard to build. But as the Liverpool Blitz begins, it
seems as if their dreams are about to be destroyed. Night after night,
horrific bombing tears the city apart. As wives and mothers, both women
know that they could face great tragedy. But they also know that their
friendship, and their love for their husbands and sons, will give them the
strength to find the happiness they deserve... What readers are saying
about Every Mother's Son: 'As with everything that Lyn Andrews writes

it's a page turner, I could not put it down... you live the lives of the
characters and cannot wait to read the final page, but don't want the
novel to end' 'Andrews' writing on the war is vivid and remarkably
realistic and the journey of the two main characters has an emotional
truth and authenticity about it which I found very moving... a believable
and heartfelt story'
My Sister’s Child - Karen Clarke 2021-12-08
‘Wow! This book cast suspicion on so many characters that I had no idea
how it would turn out! The definition of the perfect suspense novel!’
NetGalley Reviewer, ⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐ I promised her I'd protect him... and I'll do
anything to keep him safe.
Winter Adventures of Three Boys - Egerton Ryerson Young 2018-01-01
Reproduction of the original.
The Foundationalist - The Foundationalist 2020-05-31
The Spring 2020 issue of The Foundationalist. The Foundationalist is the
collaborative effort of undergraduate editorial boards at Bowdoin
College, Yale University, and University of Iowa and publishes
outstanding undergraduate work. We publish two issues per year and
feature the creative work of undergraduates around the globe. The works
chosen for this issue cover a wide range of themes, structures, and
feature the following contributors: Anthony Cardellini, April Bannister,
Arik Wolk, Brian Araque Perez, Bryan Angel, Dia Brown, Dulcie Everitt,
Elizabeth B.D. Johnson, Emefa Dzivenu, Emily A. Brockman, Emily
Cohen, Jack Ouligian, James King, Kara Worrells, Karen Dellinger, Kory
Nathaniel Richardson, Lillian Virginia Mottern, Madeline Peterson,
Meera Navlakha, Michelle Man-long Pang, Nic Guo, Noah Avigan, Olivia
Liang, Rebecka Eriksdotter Pieder, Stephen Artner
Pro Full-Text Search in SQL Server 2008 - Hilary Cotter 2009-01-29
Businesses today want actionable insights into their data—they want
their data to reveal itself to them in a natural and user–friendly form.
What could be more natural than human language? Natural–language
search is at the center of a storm of ever–increasing web–driven demand
for human–computer communication and information access. SQL Server
2008 provides the tools to take advantage of the features of its built–in
enterprise–level natural–language search engine in the form of
integrated full–text search (iFTS). iFTS uses text–aware relational
queries to provide your users with fast access to content. Whether you
want to set up an enterprise–wide Internet or intranet search engine or
create less ambitious natural–language search applications, this book
will teach you how to get the most out of SQL Server 2008 iFTS:
Introducing powerful iFTS features in SQL Server, such as the
FREETEXT and CONTAINS predicates, custom thesauruses, and stop
lists Showing you how to optimize full–text query performance through
features like full–text indexes and iFilters Providing examples that help
you understand and apply the power of iFTS in your daily projects
Ulysses -
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Far from Home - Lyn Andrews 2016-12-15
Lyn Andrews' storytelling gift shines through on every page of her
Sunday Times bestseller FAR FROM HOME - the perfect read if you
enjoy the novels of Kate Thompson and Dilly Court. As daughter of the
blacksmith in her tiny Irish village, sixteen-year-old Kitty Doyle knows
little of the ways of the world, but she has to grow up fast when her
widowed father re-marries and she has no choice but to leave the family
home. Luckily there's work to be found over the water in 1920s Liverpool
and soon Kitty has a job in a grocer's, where she also catches the eye of
the owner. With Kitty's input the business is soon thriving - but tragedy
lies ahead, and she must endure many trials and tribulations before she
can find true happiness...
Mersey Blues - Lyn Andrews 2010-03-04
Downloaded from redjacketclothing.com on by guest

For three friends, life after the Great War will never be the same again...
Mersey Blues is a heart-rending portrayal of Liverpool in the years
between the wars - of the rebuilding of the city, and the people's dreams
of peace, from bestselling author Lyn Andrews. Perfect for fans of Anne
Baker, Dilly Court and Sheila Newberry. Mersey Blues is the sequel to
Lyn Andrews' much-loved wartime saga, Mist Over The Mersey. The
Great War had ended and Scotland Road was left to count the cost. Many
young men had not come back; those who had would never be the same
again. Dee Chatterton and Abbie Kerrigan had seen the horrors of war
for themselves as nurses in military hospitals abroad. While Abbie settled
down in the familiar surroundings of Scotland Road, for others, different
horizons beckoned. Dee went to live in Canada, while their friend
Hannah Harvey became personal nurse to none other than Richard,
seventh Earl of Ashenden, badly injured in the war. Moving to the
splendours of Ashenden Hall was to bring her unimagined happiness, but
also the heartache of being separated for ever from her family and
friends. What readers are saying about Mersey Blues: 'Very good read,
just could not wait to read it. Brilliant writer' 'I enjoyed the story so much
I immediately bought another Lyn Andrews. Somehow I just flew through
the pages, which I think shows that the pace keeps you turning the
pages' 'Five stars'
The MX Book of New Sherlock Holmes Stories Part III - David Marcum
2015-11-16
Part Three of a record breaking three-volume collection, bringing
together over sixty of the world’s leading Sherlock Holmes authors. All
the stories are traditional Sherlock Holmes pastiches. This volume covers
the years from 1896 to 1929, including contributions from:Geri Schear,
Paul D. Gilbert, Stuart Douglas, Lyn McConchie, Phil Growick, Seamus
Duffy, Leslie FE Coombs, Mark Alberstat, GC Rosenquist, Iain
McLaughlin and Claire Bartlett, Andrew Lane, Peter K. Andersson,
Matthew J. Elliott, Jim French, Bob Byrne, James Lovegrove, Tim
Symonds, Larry Millett, Kim Krisco, C. Edward Davis, Joel and Carolyn
Senter, (and two poems by Bonnie MacBird). The authors are donating
all the royalties from the collection to preservation projects at Sir Arthur
Conan Doyle’s former home, Undershaw.
The Sault Ste. Marie Canal - Brian S. Osborne 1986
Chapters are titled: The First Contact: The "Bawatig" and the Fur
Companies;Bypassing the Rapids: The Case for the Canals at the Sault;
Construction ofthe Canadian Canal; Operating the Canal; and, Epilogue:
The Rapids, the Canal andthe Town.
Days of Hope - Lyn Andrews 2010-05-27
It?s 1945 and the war is finally over. For the Devlin family in Liverpool,
the wartime years have been almost too much to bear. But at long last
sisters Grace and Chrissie can return to their normal lives. Level-headed
and hard-working, Grace wants nothing more than to meet a nice man
and settle down. Vivacious Chrissie, though, craves fun and excitement ?
and there?s not much of that to be had in the austere post-war years. So
when Chrissie meets Pat Kilroy, a handsome Irishman, she?s swept off
her feet and eagerly follows Pat to Ireland. Chrissie soon realises she has
made a terrible mistake, and Grace rushes to her side to help. But the
consequences of Chrissie?s actions are to be as far-reaching as they are
devastating.
Liverpool Lamplight - Lyn Andrews 2010-04-03
Lyn Andrew's engaging and heart-warming saga LIVERPOOL
LAMPLIGHT is not to be missed by readers of Kate Thompson and Kitty
Neale Since they were kids in the backstreets of Liverpool, brother and
sister Georgie and Katie Deegan have fought like cat and dog. Now Katie
is at Moorehouse's lemonade factory, whilst Georgie has a good job at
the B & A - and when he comes home he puts his feet up. Unlike Katie,
who does her turn in their mother Molly's fish and game shop. Yet when
their father dies suddenly, Georgie assumes the shop is his - and that his
chance has come to rule the Deegan roost. Katie has other ideas, as does
her strong-minded mother Molly. But, as World War II draws closer and
Georgie's illegal money-making schemes gain momentum, neither Katie
nor her mother has any idea what troubles lie in store for the women
whose lives the ruthless Georgie Deegan is set to control - at any cost...
From Liverpool With Love - Lyn Andrews 2014-12-04
Bestselling author Lyn Andrews writes a poignant and unforgettable
saga - From Liverpool With Love is a tale of two siblings with two very
different lives. Perfect for readers of Anne Baker, Dilly Court and Katie
Flynn. 'A spellbinding portrayal of the lives and love of the hardy folk of
Liverpool' - Lancashire Evening Post In 1920s Liverpool, Jane, her little
brother Alfie and their mother Ellen have faced the horrors of the
workhouse together. But when Ellen dies, two very different paths open
up for the siblings. Jane is sent to work in the Empire Laundry and builds

a new life for herself with the neighbours who take her in. She finds
solace there and the promise of a happy future when she falls for Joe,
their eldest son. But Alfie absconds from the workhouse and embarks on
a life of crime. When their paths cross once more, Alfie turns on his
sister. His plans will jeopardise every happiness she hoped for... What
readers are saying about From Liverpool with Love: 'A heart-warming
story with a fantastic ending' 'Lyn Andrews at her best, it made me laugh
and cry' 'Enjoyed this book from page one - didn't want to put it down'
From this Day Forth - Lyn Andrews 2010-04-03
Two feuding families. A secret friendship. A love doomed to heartbreak?
In her gripping saga From This Day Forth, Lyn Andrews writes an
engrossing tale of a family feud threatening the happiness of the younger
generations. Perfect for fans of Anne Baker, Katie Flynn and Sheila
Newberry. Celia and Lizzie are the best of friends. But their families, the
Miltons and the Slatterys, are the worst of enemies, divided by religion
and by status. So their friendship is a carefully guarded secret, for if
Celia's father Charlie ever heard of it he would beat her to within an inch
of her life. Then one day the unthinkable happens. Joe Slattery, Lizzie's
brother, does a good turn for the Milton family and rescues their
youngest from a grievous accident. From that day forth, Celia Milton just
can't get Joe out of her mind. And, despite himself, Joe Slattery is
increasingly drawn to Celia and to a love that seems doomed to
heartbreak - unless they can find a way around the prejudice of
generations and the terrifying bigotry of Charlie Milton... What readers
are saying about From This Day Forth: 'I thoroughly enjoyed this book
and finished it in two days. I have read Lyn Andrews books before and
have always found them gripping... This story is one you can really lose
yourself in' 'Great story - five stars'
Seven Frozen Sailors - George Fenn 2017-09-05
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The Liverpool Matchgirl - Lyn Andrews 2019-05-15
Liverpool, 1901. The Tempest family is all but destitute, barely able to
put food on the table. When Florrie falls ill with pneumonia and Arthur is
imprisoned after a drunken fight, their thirteen-year-old daughter Lizzie
finds herself parentless, desperate and alone. Despite her young age,
Lizzie has spirit and determination, and she knows that she must find
work to keep herself off the streets. In a stroke of luck, she gets a job in
the match factory, and foreman George Rutherford takes her under his
wing. But will her new home with the Rutherfords shield her from
trouble ahead?
The Ayenbite of Inwyt Written in the Dialect of the County of Kent
- Laurent (Dominican) 1855
The Leaving of Liverpool - Lyn Andrews 2010-03-04
At the close of the First World War, two sisters' battles are only just
beginning... The Leaving of Liverpool is a poignant saga about the
friendship between sisters, dangerous men and true love in post-World
War I Liverpool, from bestselling author Lyn Andrews. Perfect for fans of
Anne Baker, Sheila Newberry and Josephine Cox. It is 1919 and
Liverpool has been devastated by World War I. Sons, husbands and
fathers have been lost and street after street plunged into mourning.
Now, at last, the war is finally over. Emily Parkinson goes back into
service and enjoys the return to normality. But Emily's younger sister,
Phoebe-Anne, has ideas beyond her station. Working as a lady's maid,
Phoebe-Ann hopes that one day she will be more than just a confidante to
her mistress's shell-shocked brother James Mercer. When Emily is
brutally attacked, the sisters' lives come close to ruin. Phoebe-Ann is
forced to leave the Mercer household and falls into the arms of Jake
Malone, of the notorious Malone clan. But as Emily slowly recovers it
seems that Phoebe-Anne might just be able to escape the mistakes of her
past after all - even if it does mean leaving Liverpool... What readers are
saying about The Leaving of Liverpool: 'Really enjoyed every moment of
this book. It's a page turner right from the start' 'Excellent read - five
stars'
Dystopia Utopia Short Stories - 2016-11-12
New Authors and collections. Following the great success of 2015's
Gothic Fantasy, deluxe edition short story compilations, this latest in the
series is packed with tales set in bleak and paradisiacal worlds of
boundless imagination from classic authors and exciting budding
contemporary writers. Classic authors include Edward Bellamy, Samuel
Butler, Robert W. Chambers, Fyodor Dostoevsky, Rokeya Sakhawat
Hossain, Richard Jefferies, Rudyard Kipling, Jack London, Thomas More,
William Morris, Mary Shelley, Voltaire.
Journeys Through Bookland - Charles Herbert Sylvester 1909
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Теорія і практика перекладу (аспектний переклад). [англ.]. Корунець І. В. 2003
У пропонованому підручнику висвітлюється широке коло питань
теорії та практики відтворення мовних одиниць і явищ
лексикологічного і граматичного аспектів англійської й української
мов. У теоретичній частині дохідливо англійською мовою
викладаються короткі відомості про існуючі типи і види перекладу,
про історію розвитку принципів перекладу в Західній Європі та в
Україні впродовж останнього тисячоліття. Проте основна частина
підручника відведена способам відтворення лексикологічних та
граматичних труднощів англійської мови українською і навпаки.
Зокрема: вірному/адекватному відтворенню різних типів власних назв
людей, географічних назв і назв установ, компаній, організацій, назв
газет, журналів тощо. Підручник містить багато різноманітних вправ
на закріплення теоретичного матеріалу.
The Mother and Baby Home - Sheila Newberry 2020-11-12
A charming new saga by Sheila Newberry, author of The Nursemaid's
Secret and The Winter Baby, for fans of Call the Midwife. Sunny grew up
in the mother and baby home on Grove Lane, London. The daughter of a
wartime nurse and a Polish pilot, she was abandoned by her mother
shortly after her birth and taken in by Nan, the warm and gentle
proprietor of the home in which she was born. Never having known her
parents, Sunny has always felt like she doesn't quite fit in, but now at
sixteen-years-old she is ready to find her place in the world. Heading out
to start her first job, she finally feels she has some idea of who she wants
to be. As 1950s London is changing at a rapid pace, so is Sunny. And
when someone from her past returns, Sunny has some tough decisions to
make. Decisions that could affect the rest of her life . . . - - - - Praise for
Sheila Newberry 'The Forget-Me-Not Girl is a drama-packed and
emotional saga full of nostalgia, warmth and charm.' The Lancashire Post
'So gloriously nostalgic . . . a perfect example of her talent.' Maureen
Lee, bestselling author of The Seven Streets of Liverpool 'Like having
dinner with your mother in her warm and cosy kitchen.' Diane Allen,
bestselling author of For the Sake of Her Family Readers are already
loving The Mother and Baby Home: 'A lovely emotional book.' Netgalley
reviewer 'A delightful read . . . will pull at your heartstrings.' Netgalley
reviewer
Conan Doyle - Hesketh Pearson 1961
Sympathetic biography of the creator of Sherlock Holmes, portraying
some of the contradictory facets of this Scotsman.
Landscapes of Realism - Dirk Göttsche 2021-04-15
Few literary phenomena are as elusive and yet as persistent as realism.
While it responds to the perennial impulse to use literature to reflect on
experience, it also designates a specific set of literary and artistic
practices that emerged in response to Western modernity. Landscapes of
Realism is a two-volume collaborative interdisciplinary exploration of this
vast territory, bringing together leading-edge new criticism on the realist
paradigms that were first articulated in nineteenth-century Europe but
have since gone on globally to transform the literary landscape. Tracing
the manifold ways in which these paradigms are developed, discussed
and contested across time, space, cultures and media, this first volume
tackles in its five core essays and twenty-five case studies such questions
as why realism emerged when it did, why and how it developed such a
transformative dynamic across languages, to what extent realist poetics
remain central to art and popular culture after 1900, and how generally
to reassess realism from a twenty-first-century comparative perspective.
Heart and Home - Lyn Andrews 2015-12-03
As a shop girl in a big department store in 1930s Liverpool, Cathie enjoys
every day with her many friends and customers. Love beckons too - but
have her sweet face and warm personality attracted a cad? Heart and
Home is a poignant saga of shop girls in 1930s Liverpool from bestselling
author, Lyn Andrews. Perfect for fans of Dilly Court and Kate Thompson.
Cathie Kinrade is all too used to hardship. Growing up on the Isle of Man
in the 1930s, she sees her da set sail daily on dangerous seas while her
mam struggles to put food on the table. Cathie has little hope for her own
future, until a chance encounter changes her fortunes for ever. Fiercely
determined, Cathie leaves for Liverpool, a bustling modern city full of
possibility. With a lively job as a shop girl in a grand department store,
and a firm friend in kind-hearted Julia, Cathie has found her niche. But
the discovery of an explosive secret could put everything at risk. And
when love comes calling, Cathie's new friends fear that she may be set to
trust the wrong man with her heart... What readers are saying about
Heart and Home: 'Heart and Home is an excellent read for when you
want to sit back and relax... a touch of light, romantic, family and friend
based escapism' 'Lyn Andrews always writes such vivid stories of

Liverpool in the 1930s and the strong female characters that populate
the streets of that lovely city... A great, heart-warming story' 'Great read!
Loved the storyline and characters - read in one night as I couldn't put
this down'
Maggie May - Lyn Andrews 2010-03-04
One young woman escapes the shame of her early life on 1880s
Merseyside, only to find that fate has dark plans for her future... Lyn
Andrews' Maggie May is a powerful and evocative saga set on the streets
of Victorian Liverpool. Perfect for fans of Rosie Goodwin and Katie Flynn.
Maggie May, born into the slums of Liverpool in the 1880s, had many
difficulties to cope with - a drunken father, the early death of her gentle
mother, and the grinding poverty of their lives. But most of all, she had
to endure the shame of her name, a name given to her by her father out
of sheer spite - the name of the city's most notorious prostitute. Taking
care of her younger brother and desperately trying to live down her
name, Maggie manages to escape from Liverpool to enjoy an idyllic new
life. But fate forces her back again and into the arms of a stranger who is
to bring her both heartbreak and the greatest happiness she will ever
know. What readers are saying about Maggie May: 'A truly magnificent
book' 'From the very beginning, the characters draw you in... I could not
put this book down' 'Maggie May is a well written novel, it starts very
well and holds your interest. As you read further into the book there are
unexpected twists'
Goodbye, Mersey View - Lyn Andrews 2022-12-08
In her nostalgic and heart-warming new saga, Sunday Times bestselling
author Lyn Andrews evokes the ups and downs of life in the back streets
of 1930s Liverpool Liverpool, World War II. Monica Eustace and Joan
McDonald met as next-door-neighbours living in Mersey View in
Liverpool. Their friendship is a close as ever, though they're married
now, and sharing Monica's grand house on the other side of the city. But
war clouds are gathering, casting a shadow over the happy future they
dream of with their young husbands . . . Meanwhile, in London, Joan's
half-sister Bella is overwhelmed with the glitz and glamour of the city
while she's training as a singer - but will she forget her friends back
home? As war descends on Merseyside, can the women make their back
street dreams reality, or will the close-knit families be torn apart?
PRAISE FOR SUNDAY TIMES BESTSELLING AUTHOR LYN ANDREWS:
'An outstanding storyteller' Woman's Weekly 'Gutsy . . . A vivid picture of
a hard-up, hard-working community . . . Will keep the pages turning'
Daily Express 'A compelling read' Woman's Own 'She has a realism that
is almost palpable' Liverpool Echo 'The Catherine Cookson of Liverpool'
Northern Echo
A Thread Across the Ocean - John Steele Gordon 2002-06-01
Describes the successful laying of a cable across the Atlantic Ocean in
1866, exploring the physical, financial, and technological challenges of
the project and assessing the impact of the cable on the course of
twentieth-century history.
The Girls From Mersey View - Lyn Andrews 2020-12-10
In her nostalgic and heart-warming new saga, Sunday Times bestselling
author Lyn Andrews evokes the ups and downs of life in the back streets
of 1930s Liverpool Liverpool, 1935. Monica Savage is delighted when
new neighbours move in next door, and she and Joan Copperfield quickly
become firm friends. While Monica's father has a good job as a guard on
the railway, Joan's family are harder up, with her sailor dad Billy mostly
off at sea, and restless when he's home - Mersey View is no substitute for
the exotic places he sails to. Though money's tight, the Copperfield
women are spirited and independent, and it's her friendship with the
more confident Joan that gives Monica the courage to challenge her
parents and pursue her dream of becoming a hairdresser. Joan is lucky
enough to get a job at Crawford's biscuit factory, where she's even
allowed to buy broken biscuits cheaply as a perk. But there are dark
secrets lurking. When an abandoned child arrives unexpectedly on the
Copperfields' doorstep, her arrival will change everything. As war clouds
gather, can the girls make their back street dreams reality, or will the
families of Mersey View be torn apart?
Letters from Iceland - W. H. Auden 2018-11-15
In the summer of 1936, W. H. Auden and Louis MacNeice visited Iceland
on commission to write a travel book, but found themselves capturing
concerns on a scale that were far more international. 'Though writing in
a "holiday" spirit,' commented Auden, 'its authors were all the time
conscious of a threatening horizon to their picnic - world-wide
unemployment, Hitler growing everyday more powerful and a world-war
more inevitable.' The result is the remarkable Letters from Iceland, a
collaboration in poetry and prose, reportage and correspondence,
published in 1937 with the Spanish Civil War newly in progress, beneath
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the shadow of looming world war.
A Mother's Love - Lyn Andrews 2010-05-27
Bestselling author Lyn Andrews' touching Liverpool saga A MOTHER'S
LOVE is perfect for fans of Ellie Dean and Kate Thompson. Eve and Eddie
Dobson have been running the George pub in Liverpool for over twenty
years. Now, though, the Depression is taking hold and, with money in
short supply, it's galling for Eve that the barmaid they can barely afford
spends the day making eyes at Eddie rather than pulling her weight
behind the bar. At least her three daughters have never been a worry to
Eve. Lily's dreams of going on the stage haven't led her into trouble, so
far. Sarah seems content to slog away as a waitress, while Maggie's
gently directing her devoted boyfriend to the altar. But when Eddie's
flirtation with the hired help takes an unexpected turn, everything
changes, leaving none of Eve's family untouched... and calling on all the
strength of a mother's love.
Our Family Affairs, 1867-1896 - E. F. Benson 2019-12-05
"Our Family Affairs, 1867-1896" by E. F. Benson. Published by Good
Press. Good Press publishes a wide range of titles that encompasses
every genre. From well-known classics & literary fiction and non-fiction
to forgotten−or yet undiscovered gems−of world literature, we issue the
books that need to be read. Each Good Press edition has been
meticulously edited and formatted to boost readability for all e-readers
and devices. Our goal is to produce eBooks that are user-friendly and
accessible to everyone in a high-quality digital format.
Willa Cather - James Woodress 1989-01-01
Drawing on letters, interviews, speeches, and reminiscences, looks at the
life and career of the American novelist.
Liverpool Lou - Lyn Andrews 2010-03-04
LIVERPOOL LOU by Lyn Andrews is a warm-hearted, dramatic and
nostalgic saga not to be missed by readers of Kate Thompson and Donna
Douglas. Babsey has always worked hard to provide for her family; she
runs a greengrocers publicly and a money-lending business in private.
Babsey makes sure that her family doesn't mix with the rougher people
in the neighbourhood - she considers herself a cut above the local
community. When her niece Louisa needs a home - her mother is dead,
and her father at sea - Babsey does her duty and brings the girl into the

household. But Louisa doesn't quite fit in with Babsey's plans. Although
life under Aunt Babsey's roof is comfortable, Louisa is acutely aware of
the desperate poverty around her. And, as she grows up into a thoughtful
young woman, the harsh realities of love and betrayal, war and death,
make her determined to find her own way. Louisa will eventually be
made famous throughout her city - known for ever as Liverpool Lou. And
she might just find love along the way...
A Book of Discovery: The History of the World's Exploration From
the Earliest Times to the Finding of the South Pole - M. B. Synge
1912
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Pioneer to the Past - Charles Breasted 2020-12-31
Pioneer to the Past tells the intensely human, often poignantly moving
story of the brilliant career of James Henry Breasted, one of the greatest
Egyptologists and archaeologists America has yet produced. Breasted's
greatest achievement was the founding of the Oriental Institute at the
University of Chicago in 1919, through the generous support of John D.
Rockefeller, Jr. The Oriental Institute embodies Breasted's vision of an
inter-disciplinary research center that unites archaeology, textual
studies, and art history as three complementary methodologies to
provide a holistic understanding of ancient Near Eastern civilizations,
and the ways that they laid the foundations for what we think of today as
"Western civilization." Breasted's legacy continues to flourish today.
Reprint of the Scribner's Sons 1943 Edition, with New Foreword and
Photographs.
Forgotten Voices of The Holocaust - Lyn Smith 2010-09-15
Following the success of Forgotten Voices of the Great War, Lyn Smith
visits the oral accounts preserved in the Imperial War Museum Sound
Archive, to reveal the sheer complexity and horror of one of human
history's darkest hours. The great majority of Holocaust survivors
suffered considerable physical and psychological wounds, yet even in this
dark time of human history, tales of faith, love and courage can be found.
As well as revealing the story of the Holocaust as directly experienced by
victims, these testimonies also illustrate how, even enduring the most
harsh conditions, degrading treatment and suffering massive family
losses, hope, the will to survive, and the human spirit still shine through.
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